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ABSTRACT
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A study was undertaken to design and implement an
experimental instrument for testing the influence of the Motion
Picture Association of America's (MPAA1 film rating system on movie
high school students were given synopses'of
attendance. Sixty-,fiv
four different fiction 1 films, each of which had been.assigned an
MPAA rating of d (appr vtd for generaPi audiences), PG (parental
guidance suggested), W (restricted to viewers over 1.7, unless
'Aiccompanied by an adult), and X (rtstricted to vieliers over 17). The
experimental manipuletion consisted of varying theAPAA rating.
Therefore, some subjects received a film that had been rated G while
others received the same film.with ratings of PG, R, or X. All
subiects received one fili-kInopsis for each category in the rating
system. They then completed questionnaires concerning the likelihodd
of their attetding each of the films. They were also asked to supply
demographic information and information about their movie-going
habits aniq to list the movies they had seen in the past six moRths..
The results showed the experimental instrument to be valid. Results'
of the eiperimentAl manipulation were nonsignificant, indicating that
for this .group of subjects, the MPAA ratings did not affect
likelihood of movie attendance. In additipn, the findings showed that/
the sublects most often attended films rated either PG or R. (FL)
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE MPAA'S FILM RATING.SYSTEW*ON MOTION
PICTURE ATTENDANCE! A FHA:a STUDY
,

1968 the Motioil PictOre Asspciation of

On NOvember .1,

America's

7

(MPAAY film rating sYSteM was initiaed.- The
of

primary purpose of this expl9tatory study was tc0b1,esign and

,impleMent a valid experimetAal instruMent for testing the

influence of the MPAA's ya/ing system on movie attendance.
/

THMAETIC F,OUNDATION,
the theoretical basis for proposing that the MPAA's film
v

rating)system might be tnfluential in affectyng movie attendance is found in Brehm's theory Of psychological reactance.J
Essentially, reactance theory posiits that individuals become

"psychologically aroused when any given behavioral freedoi of
theirs (such as unencumbered movie selection and 'attendance)
is elimipated or thieatened eith elirAnatio11.

The theory

pi-edicts that assa consequence of threat to or elimination of
a

fretdom, one's Itttraetivenrs toward that freedom increases.

Behaviorally, a response 'to one's aroused feeling of psycho,
,

logiCal reactance will be manifested in attempts by the
411

w.

:/individual to restore, or re-establish, rhe threatened or
eliminated freedom.

To''directly te-establish the treatened

or eliminated freedom individuals engage in those beh&viora
ey have learned they cannot' or sho'uld not engage in.

Indirect'

,

3
41.

freedom restoration would include such strategies as source
(of threat or elimination) derogation.

As will be discussed

below, the MPAA four-point rating scheme presents two potential
freedom restrictions_

R- and X-ratings preclude the freedom

4

of attendance by under 17-year-olds to such motion pictures;
reactance, therefore, should be aroused.

Reactance theory has been tested and supported by nume ous
stu-dies.2 ikFor the purposeS of this paper, howev

erhaps 1)

the most germane research is that of Herinn and Leyens:3

rn

this Investigation"the researchers examined French-speakihg
Belgium televq.sion (the RTB) and its audience.

The RTB regularly

broadcasts advisory warnings (qualification's) about some 4f
the movies it programs.

Three thematic circumstances are

covered by the advisories: violence; sex, and other (tense
or depressing climate4.

Additionally", there ive three levels
4

of advisories ranging from the implicit to the explicit.with
regard to the pro.gram's content.

For.each film the warni.ngs

are broadcast three times. .Based on this information reacta
should be aroused, since the advisories ma.y be interpreted
as impersonal threats to one's freedom to select and view a
televised movie.

Using a panel design, persons in tire sample recorded
1

.

their viewing habits of RTB
(1972-75) period.

roadcast films over a four-year

From their. findings Herman and Leyer4con-

cluded that
it (apPesrs from our study that qvalifications
A

-3-

make the movies more desirable, for the television viewers.

As a resuft, the moyies with

advisories-are vAtched more than the movies
without tHem.

1

'

4

THE MlOik.FILM RATING SYSTEM

With but minor modifications the initial MPAA rating
plan .has remained in-effect unchanged for more than ten years.. /

According to Jack Valenti, MPAA'president, the ratingscheme

came about'as a result of rcombination of two factors;

"an

p.

Avalanching revision of American mores and customs".and the
TS Supreme Courtidecision to uphold "the constitutional

power of states and cities to prevent exposure of children to
books and fillms which could not be denied to adults.

5

An

additional reasom for the adoption of a voluntary rating
system is

Hollywoo4 historic, and'in some sense well-founded,

tar of fejeral regulation.

6

As Val6nti himself states:

"I

new that the, mix of new social currents, the irrestistible

force of creators determined to make 'their' films (full of
wild candor), gromped some social critics,.and the possible
f

intrusion of government into the movie arena.demande d my
immpdiate action.

1,7
t

Although the present self-regulatory plan itself has
I

Undergone virtually

o signifoicnt changes since its, inception,

the current program

oes represept a radical shift in the

r-,

t.1

-4-

indu6try's philosophy'frap years previous.

,

Prior

o the

adoption of the 1968 rating scheme, the Production Code Ad-,

ministration granted a seal of approval based on a film's
content.

The present arrangement, however, views as its

purpose providing:
advance information to enable parentS to Mak.e

judgements on the movis they want their childIL
ren to see or not to see.

Basic to the progpm

was and is the responsibility of the parent to
make the decision.

.

..-

The only objective of

the ratings is to advise t1T parent in advance
so he may determine the suitability or unsuitability of viewing by his children.8
[emphhirs in original].

Films are voluntarily submitted to'the MPAA for ratihg
by the prodycer.
-

Based on four criteria (theme, language!

vfolence, and nudity and:sex) a seven person rating board

Assigns a rating by majoiity vote.

The ptoducers of a given

picture may appeal the rating and/or may re-edit their film
rft order to

uality for_a less .severe _rating.

The MPAA clas(

sifies a frn into one of four rating categories: d for'general
audiences, alol. ages admitted; G

M andthen GP)

for parental guidanr, since some material, may not be suitable
for preteenagers; R for restricted, under 17-year-olds (originally
4c

16) .must be'atcompanied by a parent or guardian; x -- no one

-5-

under 17 (originally 16) years of age admitted.'

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The MPAA has consistently and.vociferously argued th
there exists no relationship between a picture's rating. and

its eVentual box office gross!9

Jack Valenti has gone so far

as to promulgate a "Valenti's Law of gatings: If you have a
movie that a lotlof people want to see, no rating will hurt
it.

If you have a movie tpat few people want to see, no
"

rating will help it.-

10

Valenti's Law raises at least two

4

important questions.

ave,f.

First, what about films that fall in

the intermediate zone (i.e., movies that people are not sure
-

whether dr not they want to see)?

iSecond, how do peopie know
A

oF go about'making their selection of -- what they want to
sed?

Ifi resPonse to both guestiOns, the e;vailable research'

offers little -evidence that. either confirms 'or .refutes Valenti's

assertion that'the rating systemMs an uninfluential variable
in an individual's decision to* attend a, particular movie;

in

-

their March 1978 Re ort the House Subcommittee on Small Business
Problems made special n te of theJfact thatvi"there have been

no researched studies on

e relationship between the various
.

_4-11

,,MPAA ratings and box 6ffide receipts..

What had been found

through empirical methods is summarized belowY
4-

First and foremost, for the rating.system-to have an

,eYfect on one's attenclance dbctsion, tHe iriaividual must be_

I.

to

-6-41.

aware of the system's existence and its parameters.

Astudy

In a 1977

.commissioned by the MPAA, the Opipion Research Corporation,

using a natioffal probability sample of 2,504 persons, found

that 97% of both the total (12 years old and above) ahd hdult
(18 and over) movi,e-going public was "aware" of the rating

system and virtually no one (less than 0.5%) had not heard of
Apparently, then, die movie-going public is cognizant

'-it.12

ot the system at near saturation
While the MPAA classifj.es films submitted to it into one
of four categorieA (G, PG, R, or. X), the distribution of films

by categorythas been far fromequal (this is not to imply
that the distribution should be equal).

For all pictures rated,
1

'by the MPAA (which is not to say aWpictures produced and
distrributed since films are voluntarilYksubmitted for rating)
singe l962.:.;through Novembee 1979,. 78% received either a PG or
.

,

an R rating (38%.were rated PG and 40% were R-rated)..1"

3

More-

over, using Variety's definition of kop-gios.sing films ($4
million-or more in net film rentals in the U.S. and Canada),
Austin found that these percentages were virtually identical
for top-grossing films for the 1969-1978 period: 77$ of gll

top-grossiog pictures were either M- or R-rated.14, Only.minor
afferences between overAll MPAA ratings and r'atings for topgrossing films were found to, exist in the laercentages.'df films
in the

d and X categories.

The Commission on ObscLity and Pornography reporteid that

,--7-

.

-

their analysis of/box office'receipts since the riting system-'s
i(mplementation revealed "no draMatic differences in reported

grosses among 'G,"GP' [now PG], and 'R' rated films, although
1

as a group 'G' films tend to have consistently higher grosses."13
Later in their Report the Commission noted that while G-rated
films tended to have higher-grosses, thiis did not mean.thlt

,Athey were more profitable-Once the cost of production must
be taken into account.

16

The Subcommittee on Special Small Business Problems was
A

established to determine whether or not the MPAA rating system
discriminated against independent producers-by assigning them
more restrictive ratings for their: films.

In their 1978 Report

the Subcommittee indicated that claims of discrimination were
"unfounded"17 and that "there was nO evidence whatsoe;e that 1

some productions are favored over others." 18

Austin's analysis

of,film ratings for the)1969-78 period demohstratdd that

"Independent prOduce, were found to have had significantly
more of their picityres rated either R or X than did Major-Minor

producersustin's finding, however, cannot necessarily'
'be interpreted as an'indication of discrimination on the part

of the indu try, MPAA, or Code and Rating Administration.
independents e

That

ned more R and X ratings might, for instance,

mean that they produced pictures with moxe violence, sex, etc.
than major-mino 15 producets.

A few studies have examined people's usof the rating

\.1

9

-82

system..

Valenti reported that by 1974,-6-%

f the parents

surveyed believed the rating ,system.to be verk1, or Sairly use-\

ful as a guide for deciding what movias their children should
see.

20 - MOre
recently, 65% of the aci lts surveyed found the

code useful.
ports.

21

These findin4s conflict wit.h two earlier re-

V'eager's 1,971 study found that the ratings were per-

ceived as a form of censorship and that parents had skeptical
reacticins to them.

22

Similarly, in 1973, O'Dell reported that

the rating system was hot found td*be held in high esteem by
parents.

23

1970 Study by Robertus' and Simons discovered that

teenagers were more likely than their parents to report use

o

of the system in film selection.

24

(Note that this finding

is somewhat at odds with the system's ostenSible purpose -that of providing advice for parents concerning i.heir child-

recently, Austin reported that

ren's movie attendance.)
117::among high school students mo

,

than half (53 3%) of his-sample

,

indicated that a film's rating was either "very important" or
"important""to their, attendance decisibn.25

Unf6rtunate1y,

.0

neither Robettus and Simons' nor Austin's study'focused in on
specific rating categories nor'the possible differential
efferts that may exiit.

Finally,,the first major study

the

A.C. Nielsen Company has conducted om pay cable televiewers
4

found that "movies, particularly those with an R rating, are
the most popular programs on pay cable.

026

Thus, as can be seen, there has been no publically available research that has been directly focused on the possible

10

influence of the MPAA's film rating system on movie attendance.

This study therefore addresses an issue that has so far provoked speeulation and debate but no objective analysis.
A

METHODOLOGY'

This study employed a convenience sample.

The respondents

'to the self-administered questionnaire.usedfor this.study were
members of high school classes in English and Film.

The high

sotiool is located in a middle-class, residential New Jersey
town.

The data were collected on one day in mid-March 1979.

'A total of 65 questionnaires were cojlected, all of which were
usable.

The 'subjects, 40 males and 25 females, ranged in age

from 15 to 18 'years, with most (55%) being 17

ears old.

The

partiCipants were dsked to complete an anonymous questionnaire
on the likelihood of their attending each of four different
(fictitious) film plot synopses presented in,the questionnaire.

Each of the four film synopses was different from the other
three.

The synopses were intended to be neutral.

Included

in each one-page synopgis was the film's title and an approximately 175 word plot synopsis.

Following the plat,syriopsis

was a short paragraph indicating the film's- producer, director,
screenplay writer, and tnale and'female star (all persons named

here are actual film produders, directors, screenwriters, dr
actors), 'Finally, set off in a line of ,its own, the.film's

MPAA rating was noted,(e.g., "This picture has been rated R:

-10-

restricted, under 17-year-olds must be accompanied by a pvent
or guardian").

The' experimental manipulation consisted of,

varying the MPAA film rating.

Therefore, some subjects received

film A as rated G, others received film A rated.PG, .and so
torth.

All subjects received oge film that was rated G

a

different film rated PG, a third film rated R, and.a fourth
4-

film rated X.

4

Thus the experimental design employed here was

a four (ratings) by four (film plot synopses) repeated measure
simple Latin square.

'

To control for'thepossibility of some

,pubjects picking up a pattern (i.e., recognizing the experimental

manipulatIgn) the exact order of the presentation of film synopses
was systematically varied by MPAA rating..

The,subjects were

randomly assignea to one of the four treatment groups.

The subjects mere,instructed to read each film plot synopsis

and tco then indicate tr likelihood of attending each film.
The subjecti were explicitly told not to,compare one film to
any of the others when deciding their likelihood of attendance
(jus,t before reaching the response options the subjects read

the following: "For the film lescribed above, ***title.of.film***,
Ir

would'you say that, you.Are:"),

5

The subjects' likelihood oe
O.

attending each film was measured on a.five-point rating scale.
P

Response options ranged from "Very likely to go to'see this

.

movie" to "Vel'y unlikely tb go to .see this movie."

Following the four film plot synopses, on separate pages,
the subjects were asked to respond to-a few demographic questions

I

12

-fl-

and questions inquiring as to their movie-going habits in
general.

On the last page f the questionnaire the-subjects

were asked to list the titles (as best theloyemembered themf

4

I

of all the movies they had seen in "the past six months or
P

This 'question-was designed as an unobtrusive measure

so."

of the subjects' tendency to atifnd filml of one or another
of the MPAA ratings.

All of the film titles listed were

later assigned their MPAA rating by consulting' the MPAA's
For

Code and RatingAdministratioh Annual Reports (1.96a-78).
more recent (than'197.8) films the MI3AA rating was obtaindd

from the film's advertisement as it appeared in the New York
Times.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
,fte purpose of this study was to design a valid experi,
\

mental instrument for-measuring the potential effect of the
MPAA's film rating system on movie attendance..

Following.

their completion of the questionnaire, the subjects were asked
a series of questions about-the questionnaire.
4

'The subjedts

verbally reported that both the'film plot sYnopses and the
MPAA ratings assigned to the synopses appeared credible.

A

few subjects' indicated that some of the prot synopses did

remind them of an old or current film.

This is to be expected,

however, as one might anticipate subjects' attempt's to fit

this new information into their existing field of experienCe.
.,Moreover, the dramatic plot structures presented in the synopses

,do lend themselves td assqciation with previously establighed

1-

13
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\

film genres.

The problem here, of course,..is what doesn't
4

or wouldn't?

To further ensure thd validity pf the instrument, the
data were subjected to analysis of Ntriance and covariance
tests using therBMDP p

age (April 1979,edition).

If the

film synopSes Are truly neutral and the subjects acsUrately

followed the intruction not to compare the synopses when
..aroOr

deciding upon the likelihood. 9f their attendance, one should....

expect no significant difference among the overall likelihood
of attendance for each,synopsis when the MPAA rating is. discounted *as a.variable

Consequently, the likelihood of

.attendance responses for all four film synopses were compared,
This procedure allows us .to.analyze the whole experimental
model (all four .films)...

As Table 1 demonstrates,- no sAgnificant

Table 1 About-Mare

differences were found (p>.05).

In other wordA, the liken-

hood of attendance was no greater or lesser, irrespective of
MPAA rating.

Therefore, since -the results of analysis.on the

whole model proved nonsIgnificant, the model's parts (each'
'synopsis individually) can be assumed valid.

Moreover, the

questionnaire's instructions can also be assumed to be clearly
understoOd insofar as the subjects appeared to follow the
directions provided.

-13-

A second purpose of this study was to ascertain the influence of the MPAA's film rating system on likelihood of
atteleance.

As woufd be pred-icted by reactande theory,

/

persons under the age bf417 should experience reactance due
to the R and X ratings.

To restore the threatened or eliminated

freedom these individuals, especially, should show greater
likelihood of attendance at R- and X-rated films.

The data

were therefore subjected to an analysis of variance test.
For this test, overall likelihood of attendance (at:all films
as categorized by MPAA rating). by MPAA rating wis compared..

Additionally, comparisons by sex and age (over 17 and under
17 years) were made.

Two covariates, importance of film-

going as a leisure activity (measured on a five-poift scale)

,

and ffequency of film:attendance, were also included.in the
analysis.

Use of these covariates in.the analysis.is justified

Since- reiC-EihCe theory wOUld predict t t at --tile greater the

importance of the threatened freedom (i.e., movie attendance)/
/

the greater the reactance aroused and, there/ore, the stronger
the desire to restore that'freedom.

The results are reported

in Table 2.

Table 2 About Here

As can be seen, likelihood of attendance by rating, sex, agc,
and the,two covariates all prove>nonsignificant (0.05).

Thus,

'

,

15
e*.

oh,

testing the overall model 'indicates that for this samp1e the
MPAA retings wet-% not an-influential factor in the sample's

likelihood of attendance and therefore none of the four films
Heed be tested on an individual basis., While this finding
appears to support the MPAA's contention that ratings do not
inf1uepc4 attehdance and thus to reject reactance theory's
prepliction, further te9ting.is Warranted.

SamPle was not a random One and

ence, replication of this

expgriment using a probability sa ple i
'

This study's

More-

called for.

.

over, replication bek\.this study tising a seven-point (or greater)

response scale might.prove Afuitful.

Perhaps the five-point

,

-

scale used here did not allow the subjects fine enough discrimination.

The final item to be reported and discussed is the sub
jects' response

A

questionnaire.

Subjects were asked to list the titles of as

the unobstrusive La40.1re included in the

, many movies as they could recall having seen in the past half/

year.

A total Of 117 different titles'were mentioned.

The

!

film titles were then coded according to their MPAA rating.
As Table 3 illustrates, of tele 117 titles listedi-by the

Tal4e 3 About Here

*
participants films with a PG rating were by far the most fre-

quently mentioned (75 or 65.2yof the total).

16

No X-rated

V

6.1%) G-rated pictures were reported

films and very few

.

)

.

4--

as having been slen.
*

Thirty-three (or 28.7%) movies with an

/

Another way

R ratng were reported asAsaving been attended.

r,

of iooking at the films reported is to,pxamine the number of
times a given picture (and, as later codled, its rating) was
mentioned.

Table 4 reports th&s information.

By looking at

4

Table 4 About Flere
4

the percentage row of Table 4 and comparing these figures to

those in the same tow InRable 3 one'can 91W that the percentage
*

of R-rated films increases while the percentage of G- and
PG-rated films'decreases.

One may conclude front this that

*
'

\

the' data reported 4.n Table 4 Offers a better index of film

(and by implication,:iating) popularity.

As is evident from

,

both Tables 3 and 4, PG- 4m:1'n-rated films 4ere clearly the

.

most frequently attended; X-rated-70es were completp avoided
.1

and films with a G rating very infrequently attended.. Further,
as wag noted in theAreview of the.li,terature, PG and R have
bee,t1 14e most often assigned MPAA ratings.
,

Since the paortici-

pants in,this study overwhelmingly reported attending PG- and
R4rated films, one may conclude that the menu equals the diet;
that which is most commonly offered is that which is most
commohly consumed,

This conclusion is further silbstantiated

by examining the most frequently menAliked firms.

As is

-16-

shoWn in Table 5, of those films mentioned by six or more

Table 5 About Here

participants, 42% were PG-rated and 58% R-rated.

Moreover,

no sliwie G-rated\film was mentioned by more than one person
/

(n t shown in table).

IP

Thus, by their own actual film attendance repolers, the

Par icipants in this study clearly favored those films with
a PG or R ratitg.

These findings, however, are in contradiction

to those reported in the experimental situation.

Whereas the

experiMent showed no greater iikelihood of attenda4te when
'varying the film pl.ot synopsgs' rat4ng, the p

cipan-ts'

0

.actual movie attendance sh4s
R-rated movie's.

a

clear preference for PG- and

One possi le explanation for this apparent
cts` -wen% unwilling -to- -repe-r-t-

anomaly-ram:rid-be that 'they?

their attendance at G- and kzrated movles.

Spill another

reason might be that thednlm plot synopses,were simply unat/

tractive altogethqr.(examtnation,of the likelihood of attendance
frequencies and cellImeads rules out this explanation).

\

S-

more likely and credib1 4 reason'for the discrepancy'between

self-report and experimental findings basMeen alluded to
above.

Simply put, there are more films rated PG and R in

circulation and avail4ble fot viewing than there are G- add
10441

X-rated films. A 'the time

hig study was.condudted,

-17-

maximum potential of only 7% and 6% oe all films rated by
1

MPAA were Cf.- and X-rated respectively.

27

Therefore,

one's opportunity to attend such pictures, regardless (If
desire, was veiy limited.

rDreover, we might speculate

that the difference between the experimental and self-report
t1/4

'findings is a result of the.con9ions in which the subjects
made their Film choices.

The experimental:condition in-.

,volved a- hypothe'tical situation which required the subjects
or

to project their.likelihood of attendante witfiNir tru

havioral, psychological', or financial.comm4ment.

be-

Further,

and importantlli-0 the consequedces of their decision were

hypothetical as well.

Finally, the experimental_situation

gr.

did not brovide the sLbjecjs with the full potential range

of deCision-making aids'which, presumable, norTally accompany
14\
he movie attendance decisill processAprobribly the most
important of whiq is word-of,_-mdeuth:281- _The selt_-_r4tiort
a"

datax on the other hahd, represent8'real situations wits'real

N
commitments (e.g.price of admission, appropria4enes

:fp

A

'for

dating activitiesq/Ind consequences.
\ks
t,

(

or

*

RY AND .CONCLYSIONS

S.
%

1

The study report* here sought tO.delignfand iMplement
a vaPid experimental lbtrument to test the potential infltence
'of the MPAA's film ratilow system on movie attendance.

in the experimentmere high school students.',

Subjects

The experitnen'tal

CO

\*

-18-

.

.instrumentyas found to.be valid'.

Results of the exp,erimental

manipulation were nonsignficant,, thereby indicating that for

this sample the MPAA ratipgs did not effect,likelihood of
A

film attendance and that psychological reactance apparently

wanot aroused.

Finally, self-report data indicated that

the par.tic.ipants in this study most frequently attetlded films

rated either PG dr R.

These findings were explained in-terms

of the limited choice CG, PG, R, or X ratings) options available to the students.

Finally, thls s(tudy suggests at.least two avenues for

further research. 'Replication of the experiment using-a
,

*probability sample is clearly warranted._

Moreover,- expansion,

fiye to seven. (or greater) 1F6T-ntd

of the response scale'fro

would offer subjects' gfel,pr discrimination.

''
t

/
A
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TABLE 1

Likelihood of Attendance by'Film Plot Synposes
Irrespective of MPAA Rating

ms

df

SS

Source

F
,

.

Sex

.64.00879
3.44666

-Age

,2.10413

Mean

Sex X Age"
Import 1
Attend2
Import X Attend
.

.

P

3

5.63935
0.48380

-0.45213
0.78920

Error.

77.84018

R3

: 2.64166

1

1
1
.

1
1

1
2

58

64.00879
3.44666
2.10413
5.63935
0.48380
0.45213
0.39460
1.34207

.....

4.20
0.36
0.34
0.29

0.0000
0.1145
0.2155
0.0449
0.5506
0.5639
0.7464

0.70
0.41
0.52
0.73

0.5538
0.7408
0.6662
0.5325

47.69
2.57

1.57
.

,

.

R X Sex
R X Age
R g Sex X Age
Error

0

1.53477
1.98113
2.77692
226.75828

3
3
3
3

180

.

0.88055
0.51159
0.66038
0.92564
1.25977
,

ft

limportance of movies as a leisure activity, first covariate
2frequency of'movie attendance, second covariate
3film prOt synopses

4
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,
)
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TABLE 2

Likelihood of Attendance by MPAA Ratings, Sex, and Age

SS

Source

Mean
Sex
Age
Sex X Age
Import'

Import X Attend
Error
'Ratings

1
1

------...0.45213

1

6.78920

2

,----77.84018

58

8.00512
4.34403
4.72727
3.78494
211.41999

3

,

RatiAs X Sex
Ratings X Age
Ratings X Sex X Age
.

64.00879
3.44666
2.10413
5.63935
.0.48380

t

Wend2

4Wrror

df

1

i
1

3
3

3

180

ms

64.00879
3.44666
2.10413
5.63935
0.48380
0.45213
0.39460
1.34207

47.69

2.66837
1.44801
1.57576
1.26165
1.17456

2.27
1.23
1.34
1.07

2.7
1.57
4.20
0.36
0.34
0.29

,

0.0000
0.1145
0.2155
0.0449
0.550*
0.5639
0.7464
0.0818
0.2992
0.2624
0.3614

limportanc of movies aA a leisure activity, first covariate
2frequency of movie attendance, second covariate.

4
28

.

TABLE 3
\

-

Films Reported as Ravinta:Been Seen by MPAA Rating

",.

PG

6.1%

X

TOTAL

75

33

0

115*

65.2%

28.7%

0%

100%

*two films had no MPA'A rating and were therefore not included

'9

TABLE 4
10-

Films Reported as Having -Been Seen by MPAA Rating
and Number of Times Mentioned
I

SIP

.

1.101..
.

G

PG

R

X

7

216,

188

0

.,.7%

52.5%

-

45.8%

TOTAL
411*

.

100%

0%

*two films had no ,MPAA rating and were therefore, not included
A

-e

4,

TABLE 5

Most Frequently Mentioned Films
MPAA
Rating

Num6e-c1N6f

Title

Rank

Mentions

NATIONAL LAmpooN's ANIMAL HOUSE

49

R

UP IN SMOKg

31

R

3

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS

29

R

4

GREASE

19

PG

1

,

5

EVERY WHICH WAY BUT

LASE

13

PG

5

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW

13

R

12

PG

11

PG

f
(HEAVEN CAN WAIT

6
7

STAR WARS

8

CALIFORNIA SUITE

9

PG

8

COMING HOME

9

R

8

LAST WALTZ

4

PG

9

INVASION OF THE BODY S N(rTCHERS

8

PG

9

'SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER

8

R

6

R

*

A

.

10

HARD CORE

10

HOOPER

6

10

JAWS 2

6

10

LORD OF THE RINGS

6

PG

10

SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT

6001

PG

r

2\

Most Frequently Mentioned F
09
0

105

R

145

.

Insily Rating
X

..

PG

.-

.

TOTAL
250

0
A

0%

42%

100%

58%

31

PG

-

